Nissan suck

The Nissan Titan XD diesel pickup , which packed lb-ft of torque and a theoretical towing
capacity of 12, pounds courtesy of a 5. Also on the chopping block: the Titan single-cab. Given
that most pickup buyers seem to view their trucks as crossovers with beds in the back, the
discontinuation of the single cab variant is not a total surprise. But the decision to ax the diesel
motor is telling: An oil-burner from a brand like Cummins was supposed to be a coup for
Nissan, a way for it to make headway in a market that heavily favors trucks built by American
manufacturers. Titans claimed just 1. Still, the pickup market is so huge that even small niches
have the potential to be profitable, assuming the product in question fills some unmet need.
Basically, the Titan XD sits between full-size and heavy-duty trucks, and while the diesel V8
gives the truck a lot of grunt, it adds substantially to the cost -- and the 7,pound curb weight. It's
been boom times for the auto industry for years now; a slowdown seems all but inevitable, and
cutting back underperforming models is a logical way for an automaker to batten down the
hatches. The demise of BMW's weird bustle-backed sedans isn't exactly a shocker. Still, that
Nissan is reassessing its Titan lineup in the face of a market that still can't, at least for the
moment, get enough trucks is a testament to how tough the pickup game is. Car Life. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Related Story. This content is created and maintained
by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You
may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From Nissan. Well, almost everything. At the top of the list is
probably Nissan, which at this point is a car company in a full-blown crisis. Operating profit was
nearly wiped out, tumbling to 1. Operating profit margin shriveled to a 0. Net income dropped 95
percent to 6. But the actual retail performance was slightly under what we expected. We have to
admit that. Nissan is planning to refresh all core models, introduce plus new products and
focus on American retail sales over the next three years. For Nissan and every other automaker,
sales are down in both China and the U. Nissan is struggling to improve weak profit margins in
the United States, a key market where Ghosn for years pushed to aggressively grow market
share during his time as chief executive. We were chasing numbers. The new guard blames
Ghosn for that. Now it needs to mount a comeback. The second-largest U. The company is
losing money and market share in China, where the car market is contracting for the first time in
a generation. Ford was also hurt by a dropoff in production of the new Explorer, which along
with F-Series trucks is how it makes all its money. And Indian parent company Tata is suffering
because of it. Analysts on average expected a loss of The persistent losses underscore an
intensifying struggle by the iconic British automaker to deal with slumping demand in China
and an industrywide shift toward cleaner fuels, which is hitting Jaguar Land Rover particularly
hard. Adding to the challenges is renewed uncertainty in the U. A hard Brexit could cost U. As
one might expect, production and delivery is stabilizing, and the electric automaker even broke
another record for both. On the downside, it was not a profitable quarter, but rather one marked
with bigger-than-expected losses. Also, Tesla announced the departure of one longtime
executive given a lot of credit for its success today. Via Automotive News :. In a surprise
announcement, Musk said veteran Tesla executive J. In , he had lunch with Musk and the two
discussed advances in consumer electronics and lithium-ion batteries. A fire was lit. We shall
see. Operating profit rose to 5. Vehicle sales fell 1. The operating profit jump was magnified by
the absence of a diesel charge that VW booked in the year-earlier period. VW reiterated it
expects vehicle deliveries in to exceed a prior-year figure and for revenues in the passenger
cars and commercial vehicles divisions to grow at least 5 percent. Between diminished sales
and an uncertain future, it feels like a pile of sticks soaked in gasoline just waiting for a match.
Dump the CVT, manual or traditional auto. Altima: Carryover Maxima: Begin planning for an
all-new model. CVT is dead, manual or traditional auto. Base models get the 3. Armada: Begin
planning for all-new model Frontier: Fast-track planning for all-new model. Keep the same basic
recipe or a simple pickup just with updated drivetrain, modern styling, interior. The A. The
Morning Shift. Patrick George. The Morning Shift All your daily car news in one convenient
place. Isn't your time more important? Prev Next View All. Patrick George Posts Email Twitter.
Share This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. But an expensive halo car can only do so much.
And, as recent reports suggests, the next generation GT-R could still be five years away. Seven
years on, no real news of a replacement is anywhere to be found. But here we are still waiting. I
was actually a big fan of the previous V36 chassis, which took the fun of the Z and wrapped it in
a more upscale and usable package, but after driving the replacement, most reviewers have
agreed the new version took a big step back in terms of fun and excitement. But will it be
enough? The saddest thing of all is that within the last couple of years Nissan has shown
glimmers of hope only to quickly extinguish them. We were pumped about it. It seemed like the
car that could bring Nissan back to its former glory, and for a while it felt like it could actually
become a reality. And then Nissan said it would also be too expensive to make it work. You

decide to take a risk and this is what you make? Innovation that excites? All I see are brainless
commercials with terrible CG animations of cars doing fake stunts. And they tell you nothing
about the actual vehicle. Maybe this is all soap box internet car guy complaining, but it just
sucks to see a company with such an exciting history become so conservative and seemingly
uninterested in the car as something more than a mode of transportation. I have a Nissan Sentra
and there are 69, miles on my car I have had oil changes and new tires and new battery even
braks done. The car started driving funny so I had another oil change done and took it into two
different places for diagnostics. Related: Nissan - Don't buy a nissna z, as you'll spend more
money on oil than on gas Engines burning oil. They could not find anything wrong. About 1
week after I got another oil change the car locked my daughter inside at approximately am she
had it towed the next day and the serve center said it had to go to the dealer. It is now at the
dealer and it needs a new engine I have only had the car one year and Nissan refuses to help in
any way. This is my first and last Nissan they are a horrible company in my opinion I will buy
American from now on! Product or Service Mentioned: Nissan Car. Location: Chicago, Illinois.
Review is a subjective opinion of Shawntia. This feature is currently under development. To
learn more about the ways to appreciate the reviewer please visit Nissan service sucks and they
always claim nothing is covered by their extended service agreement. Clueless workers
couldn't tell me the status of my car after 12 phone calls I have a Xterra with 69, miles on it. Both
the transmission and the timing chain went out. They put in a new transmission, which was
covered by an extended warranty that was forced by a class-action lawsuit. They didn't do it
willingly. But they would not cover the timing chain work, which was caused by cheap plastic
parts that wore out prematurely. This company does not stand behind it's cars. I have a 2. I have
replaced the water pump, the fan clutch and now the head gasket. I asked Nissan for help and
they said things wear out and that 70K is a lot of miles for such a new truck. Comment the
review as Nissan verified representative. Write a private message as Nissan verified
representative. Private messages do not impact your company rating. If you want your response
to count towards your company rating, you can also leave a comment for this review. You can
try to reach review author by writing a comment to the review or try one of our business
solutions. Auto Nissan Review Nissan sucks. Engines burning oil They could not find anything
wrong. Comment Coming Soon. Helpful 4 Not helpful 2. I have read and agree to the Pissed
Consumer Terms of Service. I wish to receive email notifications about future comments. Your
Email. You will be automatically registered on our site. Username and password will be sent to
you via email. Post Comment Post as guest Login Sign up. Great Comment! Convert into review
Leave as comment. Terms of Service. I agree to TOS Cancel. PissedConsumer Aug 01, Buying
Nissan again. Reply 0 0. PissedConsumer Jul 26, I won't buy another one. PissedConsumer Mar
06, That is interesting. I have a Nissan Frontier and I think the motor is the same. I learned my
lesson. It's inappropriate or not family friendly. It's a duplicate by the same member or copied
text. It contains commercial or promotional content. It includes private information. Sexual
exploitation of children. I am affiliated with this business and need to report something about
this review or business. Full Name Job Title Email. Issue Description. I am the author of
comment and would like to remove it. If you wish that your prior post be removed, submit a
notarized letter. I want to report something else. Send report Cancel. Nissan Reviews. Thank
You for Your Reply! We are processing your message. Comment review. Private message. Post
comment Cancel. Contact Review Author. This business is closed or doesn't exist. It's posted to
the wrong business. Company Name. I am the author of review and would like to remove it.
Menu Menu. Log in. Top Bottom. Video Games Hangouts. EtcetEra Hangouts. Hide Images. Dark
Theme. Light Theme. Gaming Forum. Gaming Hangouts. EtcetEra Forum. Trending Threads.
Latest Threads. Open new ticket Watched. It's finally that time again! Voting ends in 4 days, 17
hours, 33 minutes, 31 seconds on Mar 1, at AM. You can now vote for your January Thread of
the Month! Voting will remain open until the end of February. Nominations for February Thread
of the Month are also still welcome. Thread starter bangai-o Start date Nov 10, Forums
Discussion EtcetEra Forum. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Oct 27, 5, I had always thought Nissan was one
of the Japanese car makers that made reliable cars. The biggest complaint is the unreliable
transmission. So, what happened to Nissan? Is it best to avoid Nissan now? Oct 26, 3, Nissan
have always been pretty shit. Oct 25, 5, Nissan is trash tier. Just buy another brand. Okabe One
Winged Slayer Member. Aug 24, 12, Nintendo is awesome. Droidian One Winged Slayer
Avenger. Dec 28, 2, Nah its been sucking. My brother shared an Xterra with me. Fun,
comfortable car to ride. Issues were rear left brake lights going out, pay attention when you're
driving around and see any nissan with a rear left brake lights out. It seems to be a common
issue and doesn't look like they bother fixing it. Even took the xterra to a tire shop where the
service lady said she has the same car and had the same exact issues as me. Driver window

motor stops working, Rear left brake light goes out, and brake sensors stop working altogether.
This is since ish Its pretty boring and basic as well but the Maxima doesn't look too bad and
neither do the hybrids but I don't look into them anymore. Transistor The walnut king On Break.
Oct 25, 22, Washington, D. I had a 97 Altima that I loved. Couldn't kill that car if I tried. Most
reliable vehicle I've ever owned. So I bought a Altima. I am extremely unimpressed. Lurchy
transmission, creaky interior, just all around meh. Spenny Member. Oct 25, 4, San Diego-ish.
AlexMeloche Member. Oct 27, 1, I thought the Nissan Micra was among the best in its bracket?
Pein Member. Oct 25, 6, NYC. Nissan is fine, you ever noticed that all these mechanics drive
super old cars Anyway? Oct 25, Have a Sentra and it does the job. Manual transmission, so dont
have any problems with it. For the price, I have zero complaints and would get another one.
They used to have solid enthusiast offerings such as the very old Maxima, the very affordable
and early zx, and the GTR was a beast when it came out. Now the Maxima is a massive boat, the
GTR has aged horribly and increased in price dramatically, and the z is overweight, tended to
overheat, and is basically an upgraded version of a sports car from It just feels like Nissan
exists to sell cheap Altimas to people with shitty credit while getting outclassed in every aspect
by almost every other manufacturer. Ashby Banned. I have a lot of my nostalgia for my '09
Sentra so I'mma just say no. TheGhost Member. Oct 25, 24, Long Island. My family was a Nissan
family for the longest time. I want to get my first Wrangler. Norris Member. Oct 27, Sanjuro
Member. Oct 25, 20, Massachusetts. Nissan is the Daewoo of cars. Oct 27, 2, Arrakis Member.
Oct 30, ontario,canada. I could go on lol. BasilZero Member. Oct 25, 20, Omni. Toyota is best in
terms of Japanese cars. GoutPatrol Member. Oct 30, AlexMeloche said:. Stregas Avenger. Oct
29, 2, Oct 25, 7, Mesa, AZ. Their engines are good. Avoid anything with a CVT though. Nissans
were really good until the early 's. Oct 25, 6, Yeah, those cvt transmissions are trash I just got a
settlement letter in the mail that our Nissan now has extended warranty on the trans at any
Nissan dealer. TAJ Member. Oct 28, 8, I knew that the Nissan Rogue was an absolute disaster,
but I didn't know about problems for Nissan in general. Most Toyota models are unkillable. Oct
27, 9, Eila Member. Yes, since the Renault merge. Toyota has been topping the reliability lists
for a long time now. Wag Member. Nov 3, 10, Sanjuro said:. Earvin x Hunter Member. Oct 27, 4,
Eila said:. Ponyboy Avenger. Oct 25, 13, Boise Area, Idaho. Dishwalla said:. Saganator Member.
Weren't they pretty solid like 10 years ago but went to shit after they were bought by another
company? I remember reading a lot of good things about the Xterra and Frontier around
Saganator said:. MagicWithEarvin said:. How about Subaru? I was looking at getting the
Forester as my next car. Burrman Banned. Oct 25, 7, Dec 12, 1, I've not been a fan of anything
new they've come out with for several years now. Zapages Member. Oct 28, CVT are trash tier
Never buy a Nissan until they go back to normal Transmissions Anything with a CVT is shit. It
immediately gets taken off my perspective buy list. Most boring transmission ever made. On
topic, Nissan hasn't been good in forever. ThePhantom said:. My uncle is a general mechanic
who has primarily driven Nissan's. Early gen CVTs were a shit show. They are better but still
see a decent number of them come through his shop. I've test driven cars or had rentals with
them and just hate the way they feel. My wife finally bought a new car this year and ended up in
a Hyundai because of it. Whitemex Member. Oct 27, 7, Chicago. I miss my '98 Maxima. But yeah
it seems like they have been shit for some time now. I believe they're in financial trouble as well.
Skai Member. Even their Infiniti lineup is leagues below Lexus and Acura. YuriLowell Member.
Oct 26, 2, Zapages said:. They simply don't make any good cars anymore. Agree with the other
poster who said that decided to pump out cheap stuff for fleet sales. Surely the short term gain
has not paid off, their reputation is junk now. Sitting in a z feels like you're traveling back in
time. Everything's soo old. Zoe Member. Oct 25, 9, Yeah Subaru interiors are often just awful
and Mazda has come such a long way in that aspect. Going to be honest, that's why I still like
the z. Sectorseven Member. Nissan got bought by Renault in the early s and the quality has
been dropping ever since. They have let their designs wither for far too long. Nissan used to be
interesting, now they are austerity Toyota. I would say in Japan they still do fairly well but
Toyota is far and away the most popular brand there, then Nissan, then a mix of the rest. You
must log in or register to reply here. The Nissan Motor Company, Ltd. The company sells its
cars under the Nissan, Infiniti, and Datsun brands with in-house performance tuning products
labeled Nismo. The company traces its name to the Nissan zaibatsu, now called Nissan Group.
Nissan Cube To be honest, the Nissan Cube is an exceptionally functional car despite its
side-hinged tail-lights. However, the American market was still not ready to drive a box-shaped
automobile to work or school. However, you can't say the same about the Nissan Murano
Cabriolet. Quest owners were constantly at the service shops doing repairs, and the model
received its fair share of recalls. I certify that this review is based on my own experiece and is
my opinion of this person or business. I have not been offered any incentive or payment to write
this review. Nissan Sucks. Nissan Sucks Customer Reviews and Feedback. Write a Review Edit

This Page. Reviews Tell the world why Nissan sucks! First Name or Nickname. Your Review.
Enter Code. Submit your review. Current Employee - Customer Service says "Nothing to said,
good company". Posting of positions is a joke. Incompetent and completely non technical
person leading the mobility and machine learning group. If you are in Data or ML field do not go
this place. A couple of narcissist and incompetent personalities hold down talent. Not much
advanced research happens. Difficult to deal with internal politics. Current Employee Anonymous Employee says "Insurance sucks way to pricey". Current Employee - Project
Manager says "Although there are some good people here, most everyone is a bully. They have
little knowledge and understanding of what they're doing, It's a constant demeaning
environment intended to control you. Not too many people here are happy and looking for their
next job - you will too if you go to work for Nissan. Former Employee - Consumer Credit Analyst
says "No work life balance, poor management job of developing employees, good ole boys
network, management does not care about employees- so far as trashing employees in earshot
of others andx find it funny if can pick up enough paper trail to fire someone, very nitpicky,
would go so far as to say one female manager will not promote if her staff does not look like
her. Former Employee - Maintenance Technician says "The management is "good old boy"
network filled with uneducated adult children. The health care benefits have been reduced to a
sad joke. Huge increase in use of "temp" employees. Current Employee - Anonymous Employee
says "Nissan has a slow promotion process. Your promotion is based more on how long you
have been in the company than what you know. Automotive Technician Former Employee says
"A slave camp. Slavery of the 21 century. Every seconds count. Can't even go to the bathroom
when you have to or when you need to. Floor supervisors and managers love women. No matter
how good and how experienced you are a new comer female will be perfered for positions. I had
perfect attendance and when I ask for a. NoneLeave this place while you still healthy". You have
to make 60 calls a day and try from all those numbers to get 5 or more people into Nissan. If you
don't then 4 "managers" will go in and ask why you can't bring anyone in. Also make bets on
you and get hit on endlessly. The environment is stressful and you can't be late or you will have
a manager on your back. If you are attractive women be careful with the sales people. I have a
employee who i didn't give my number to harass me. Very unprofessional sales manager. Parts
department ok. Sales department no good. Service department no good. Porter Former
Employee says "Honestly this place is terrible to work for and the work is not worth the money
at all. Do yourself a favor and work for any other dealership and especially one NOT owned by
Greenway. Also there is no training or advancement so don't buy into that. Literally nothing.
Pay, no respect, overworked, management is terrible, no professionalism". The owner makes
you beg for your check. He never pays on time. Everyone that has a heart beat is hired This
place is a revolving door and the owner is a horrible person to work for. He has a anger issue
and has been known to become violent. Supervisor Former Employee says "Nissan claims to be
very diversified when in fact it is not. White people are a minority at nissan but the majority of
upper management in the company is black. My time there was not pleasant and I will never
work for them again. Assembly Operative Former Employee says "Rubbish horrible company to
work for. If you're not well or have an injury they still put you to work horrible horrible
nightmare I still stayed n asked to be transferred. Then they did the same. Had me learn myself
with no training from management who then decided to go a different direction Work life
balance is also very limited with minimal flexibility for remote work. Job security and employee
growth is easy to achieve with heavy turnover rate. Detail Supervisor Current Employee says "I
hated working here. The managers are jokes and rude to every single employee. Never will
come here ever again". No valoran al capital humano, sobre explotan al empleado e incluso los
limita en horarios de comida. HR is very pro management and you as a salary worker does not
have a chance for support. People are forced out if you are not wanted be management. Please
look else where for a career. Manufacturing Operator Former Employee says "Lied to constantly
by management. Best workers do not get progression. Friends of supervisors do. Would not
recommend. Service Advisor Former Employee says "The only thing saving this dealership is
the product they represent. Run poorly, run with skeleton crew and never thinking about the
future. They would rather put out fires when they spark instead of be proactive, they are always
reactive! Forget about offering suggestions, it will just go on deaf ears, until they say it at a later
date and take credit for it. Even though you work there day in and day out every hour and know
more about how each day goes, their unrealistic expectations must be met instead. This
dealership could be great if it was run properly. Mid-stage Collections dpd says "You can only
move up if you know someone. They are always outsourcing for candidates in upper
management positions. They have had multiple directors and Vice Presidents each year for the
last years. Service Technician Former Employee says "This place not only does it try to take
unneeded money from its customers, but the manager is a joke only listens and does what the

head tech says. Complete and uder favoritism all the way around. The pay even with years of
experience and a list of trainings and knowledge was only able to start at 13 an hour then
moved to 15 as a tech only getting paid for the work produced. With the head tech getting all the
good jobs it's almost impossible make your And if you upset the head tech off you will get fired.
Demitem quando vc fica doente. MarianneSmith says "Transmission failed at 89, miles! Poor
customer service and poor quality car. Most companies stand behind their product and at least
negotiate towards a solution.. Didn't even call me back when I reached out to them. Go
elsewhere for a new or used car! Gillian Barker says "I purchased a Nissan Pathfinder 3 years
ago, perfect service history and very well maintained which came out of warranty this year Feb
and only has 43, Km. There is slight fraying in one of the panels of the driver seat. I have just
been informed after a week of notifying Nissan and having to do the follow-up call that this will
need to be repaired at my own expense. This is very disappointing as this is not a cheap car,
and I would expect my leather seats to wear better as the car is only 3 years old. I would have
thought some sort of good will gesture would have been suggested. I offered to meet half way.
Very disappointing. John says "May this be a warning to anyone thinking od buying a Nissan
Teckna. I bought a Brand New Teckna in Nov I was informed I might have to pay for this , which
I thought no way, It's only 7 to 8 months old and has less than miles on the clock. I Then asked
for the manager, a man of the name Declan Teggart, one of the most arrogant, obnoxious with
no customer skills person i have ever met. He said to me that I was driving the car too slow and
that I need to give the car a good burst of speed and stop driving on short journeys to clear the
DPF. I can't believe he said such a thing, he was wanting me to speed. I informed him that i stick
to the speed limits, and if thats the case the DPF light will be coming on again. Absolutely
disgraceful from Declan Teggart, and he's a manager. Signed GW l". Binu Sasidharan says
"Extremely poor service. Never opt this vehicle. Cool Panda says "I had a Nissan Pathfinder and
that pile of poop had a transmission issue and a air condition they could never fix all at KMs
after 3 years. Meanwhile, I was driving the Toyota Highlander for 10 years and racked up KM and
never had the any major issues. I hate Nissan and traded it in for a Highlander". Try with other
automobile that is lower prices and better quality of breaking systems". Julian Villa says "I had
a 05 Nissan Pathfinder that gave me serious radiator cross contamination with the
transmission. I had to do the repairs on my own because Nissan said it was out of warranty. I
looked for the least expensive repair shop to repair my Nissan. This issue soon after went into
class action after my repairs but because my repairs were not to the qualify amount that Nissan
applied for the refund amount they still refused to help me. Tell your friends to stay away from
all the products Nissan does not care at all for there customers. I was left in the dark with this
matter. There quality has disappeared. Riyaz says "I had a full service. Not a service I accepted ,
no detail paper work to explain what they don for the money we pay for them. Totally
disappointed. Juan says "I've had Nissan Altima with a transmission problem, now I have
Nissan Sentra also with a transmission problem, I think I've learned my lesson this time. Google
"Nissan with transmission problems", and you will see how many complains, you'll also find
lawsuits. Do yourself a favor and look elsewhere, there are plenty of good options out there with
reliable cars. Terrible customer service once bitten! I will never buy Nissan again buyer beware!
Ciro Duarte says "Don't buy Nissan, even worse if you buy at caetano power in Lisbon Because
of the engine light that turned on and off, I took my Xtray , 3 times and it went: 1. I called
because I had a warning to change the oil and the engine light turning on and off. As the car
was 6 months after the last review they said it didn't need to. Since the light wasn't on when I
took it, they said they couldn't know what it had. The conclusion was, there is nothing to repair.
They did a reset of I don't know what, get out of there and days later A sensor is missing and
they don't even know where it comes from It's been a week and we only know that someday the
sensor will arrive. We asked a lot but not even an answer. If the sensor has already been sent, if
they know when it arrives, if they know where it comes from, why it takes long, they know
nothing, and just say: wait. Everything happened in the last month in a car under 2. As if they
don't care and nobody answers, never. Honestly it's a lack of respect and it is a very very bad
and expensive product because. Por causa da luz do motor que ligava e desligava, levei a
minha Xtray , 3 vezes a assim correu: 1. Liguei porque tinha um aviso para mudar o azeite e a
luz do motor ligava e desligava. Falta um sensor que eles mesmos nem sabem de onde vem
Preguntamos muita coisa e nem uma resposta. Tiffany Jessen - Goss says "I have leased
through Nissan the past years. I got married last year to someone in the Navy and now we are
being restationed to Japan. It is absolutely outrageous that you are still charging for something
out of my control. The chip was about inches wide and the entire windshield does not need to
be replaced. Kayleigh says "Brought a Nissan car from a dealership, car ended up in the garage
more then I had it in 6 months. When I tried to return it best they offered was to take the car and
give me 3 grand off another one! Customer service useless and so are their dealerships never

have another one of their cars again! I had faxed information to them for wear on my car. Weeks
later I got my statement with the full price of the wear that I already fixed! Called Nissan and she
said I had faxed it to the wrong number??? Oh so your saying your information on your OWN
nissan email is wrong cause I faxed the number that you gave me! Like what the heck??? Had
to fax it again. Keep in mind that it cost like eight dollars to fax and I did it twice. I should have
just paid for the wear instead of having to call them every day and keep faxing them crap. Called
back and the lady did not even put my new fax in my account. My nissan car was trash!! Bob
says "Nissan Canada is a terrible Company. Absolutely zero customer care. Head Office is a
mangled mess. No one is running the business. Completely out of touch with their customers,
they have out sourced their customer care dept. Concentrix handles customers complaints.
Then they do nothing. No one at Nissan HO gives a hoot about the consumers. Nissan senior
management has their heads buried in sand and only care about their bonuses. Never, never
buy any Nissan product. If you own one now get rid of it fast. Lesley says "Customer service is
terrible! Full of salesman promises Air con was to be all checked and re-gassed and fully
serviced as new! January returned to Nissan due to faults with the electrics, apparently was due
to battery. Replaced with new battery at my expense. May first MOT carried out and a service at
an extortionate cost. Also informed that my Car Health Check - 1. Air con needed attention.
Rated RED for efficiency and temperature. Front brakes. RED no explanation!!! I questioned this
Air Con and explained that the system was checked and serviced when I purchased the car and
should not be faulty. Apparently I had no written proof of this and so that was null and void!
Within 2 days I learnt this was utter rubbish and then started the long battle to cancel the
extended warranty and fight for a refund. I eventually received the refund after almost 3 months
and countless telephone calls! Within a few days of the service, a warning light started
illuminating. Usually part of a service I called Nissan and was informed it was not part of the
service! Several days later another warning illuminated, apparently this also was also not part of
the service! Just taken my car for this years MOT and service to another garage. Utter shock
and fuming that the MOT has an urgent advisory that the battery clamp is totally missing! Called
Nissan and apparently that was fitt
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ed in January and would no way be an error of their excellent mechanic! They are not accepting
responsibility and someone else is at fault! I can not say who because Nissan are the only
garage that have lifted my bonnet and fitted a battery. There customer service is non existent,
they are patronising and totally unhelpful. I would never purchase another car from them! They
are not even worthy of one star! Tyler says "Unresponsive website with interface that looks
ancient". Joseph C says "Door spot welds cracked. Nissan refused to fix this. Car was 6 years
old. I coach. The football takes are on-brand as well. OU sucks. Kevin Dockery says "It sucks
this went down in an empty Nissan Stadium. That would have been a great atmosphere. Good
win! Carlos Ghosn May Deserve the Blame. CNN reports "Renault and Nissan deepen their
alliance in bid to survive the coronavirus crisis". Powered by MediaWiki This page was last
edited on 25 August , at Privacy policy About Everything. Sucks Disclaimers.

